11 Transactions, 13 Months, Directly from Proxio
Neal Oates tells you how.
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“Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower.”

TECH&YOU

— Steve Jobs, Apple co-founder

PROX IO

An Online Network to
Reach a Global Audience
of Buyers and Investors
More than just a referral network

NEAL OATES, WORLD RENOWNED REAL ESTATE, MIAMI

W

hen Neal Oates learned that
he would be showing properties to a Spanish-speaking
couple, he didn’t worry that he
didn’t speak their language. He went
to Proxio.com, global real estate
network, and printed out two copies
of each listing that they would visit—
one in Spanish for the couple and another in English for himself. “They
were amazed at the effort I made
for them,” says Oates, broker-owner
of World Renowned Real Estate in
Miami. “I was perceived as an expert, but everything was translated
with the click of a button,” He sold
the couple a home, and they referred
their family and friends. “I had 11
[transactions] in 13 months directly
from printing out six listings from
Proxio in Spanish.”
Proxio’s real estate platform
provides global marketing and networking services that allow agents to
market themselves and their listings
worldwide, in 19 languages and 55
currencies. Standard membership
costs about $9.99 monthly and is
provided by Oates’ local association;
however, he decided to upgrade to
the Global Agent Package for $749
annually. “I chose the [upgrade]
because it allows you to showcase 10
listings at once.”
Here’s how Oates uses Proxio:
1. GAIN MAXIMUM EXPOSURE.
Oates built a profile page that
includes his photograph, company
name and contact information,
specialties, designations and affil14 FLORIDA REALTOR / April 2016
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“I had 11 [transactions] in 13
months directly from printing out
six listings from Proxio in Spanish.”
—NEAL OATES, WORLD RENOWNED REAL ESTATE, MIAMI

iations, and links to his
website and social media.
He estimates that 95
percent of his business
comes from referrals.
“Nobody will connect
with you if you have an
incomplete profile,” he
says. “The more information you provide, the
more easily you will be
found.”
2. NETWORK WITH
AGENTS WORLDWIDE.
Proxio’s agent-to-agent
referral network lets
Oates connect with real
estate professionals in
other countries who may
have buyers interested in
South Florida properties.
“If I want to target Brazil,
I go into the referral network and choose all the
agents in Brazil or type in
a designation,” he says. “I
can directly target those
agents and send them my
listings in Portuguese.
If I know my association
is taking a mission trip
overseas, I find agents in
that country and build a
relationship online first.
I can reach one Spanish
agent working with 10

Spanish-speaking buyers much more
easily than I can spend marketing
dollars trying to reach the 10 buyers on
my own.” He also uses Google Analytics
on his website. “If I see that Venezuela
is doing a lot of searches from my site,
for example, I will go into my Proxio
Referral and target every Venezuelan
agent I can.”
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3. ACCOMMODATE BUYERS.
Buyers from different nationalities will
contact Oates after viewing his listings
in their native language. “If they say
they saw my listing in Hebrew, Spanish or Chinese, I know the lead is from
Proxio because that’s the only source
I’m using to translate my property
information. When they realize I don’t
speak their language they always say it’s
OK. Because I make the effort to meet
them halfway, 40 percent of my business is international.”
4. MAKE A HIT AT LISTING
PRESENTATIONS.
Sellers are impressed, Oates says, when
he tells them their home will be featured
in 19 different languages. “When I give
them examples of all the languages their
listing is being translated into, they are
going to go back [to their friends] and
say, ‘My agent translates into 19 different languages. Would you like to see it?’
That separates me from other agents
who have access but aren’t using it, and
it gets me more referrals.” #
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GREAT IDEA Get more leads by offering interesting articles that a visitor can download from
your website (in PDF format) in exchange for an email address.
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